KANDOLHU ISLAND
Words & Photography by Nick Vodicka.

For many, mention of the Maldives conjures up images of a
distant tropical paradise, complete with crystal clear turquoise
water and idyllic overwater lodging. Needless to say, this small
country has a lot to live up to for any travellers who are lucky
enough to venture to this bucket list destination in the middle
of the Indian Ocean. Although the Maldives is comprised of
over a thousand coral islands, when planning a recent trip,
there was one that really stood out, Kandolhu Island. Maybe
it was the modern architecture, or the lively house reef, or the
fact that it’s an intimate island featuring just 30 villas (some of
which are enticingly situated over the ocean with stairs leading
into the blue), whatever it was, I set off to explore one of the
most picturesque destinations in the world.
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The Ocean Pool Villa is Kandolhu’s most lavish form of
accomodation and when looking at photos you wouldn’t be
wrong to question whether it’s even a real place. This overwater
villa features a glass walled bathroom looking out over the
ocean with a generously sized bath tub perched on its edge.
Strikingly modern, thanks to a recent renovation of the entire
island, the bathroom sits alongside the Ocean Pool Villa’s pool.
So just in case you get tired of swimming amongst an entire
colour spectrum of tropical fish, there’s another glistening
body of water where you can splay to your heart’s content.
Those concerned with privacy need not worry as the villas are
cleverly designed in a staggered fashion for seclusion. I could
go on, but I’ll let the photographs speak for themselves…
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